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instance of training data. The nearest neighbor method is to
find a predefined number of training samples closest in
distance to new point, and predict the label from these
instances. The number of samples can be user defined based
on local density of point.

Abstract- Data mining techniques refers to extracting or

mine knowledge information from large amount of data. In
Data mining classification are supervised learning methods
which are used to predict a different design model and
describing important a data classes. Data classification in
medical field is different from other field. Medical data
classification involves multi class classification, heterogeneous
and complex data structure. In classification K- Nearest
Neighbor are most popular, very simple, highly effective
algorithms. Genetic algorithms are most popular technique in
evaluation algorithm that used to solve optimization problem.
We used k-NN and genetic algorithm to categorize drug data
set, which can solve classification and optimization problem
which can better optimal result in drug or medicine data set.
The k-NN and genetic algorithm techniques which are
improved accuracy classification method in drug or medicine
data set.

K nearest neighbor algorithm is calculated on the basis of
value of k, which will define how many nearest neighbors are
to be considered to define class of a training sample data
point. The training sample data points are assigned weights
according to their distances from sample data point.
Nearest Neighbor techniques are classified into two
categories 1. Structure less NN technique and 2. Structure
based NN technique. This technique is very simple and easy
to implement, The K-nearest neighbor lies in first category
whole data is classified into training data and sample data
point. Structure based NN techniques is based on structures
of data like orthogonal structure tree (OST), ball tree, k-d
tree, axis tree, nearest future line and central line. The
nearest neighbor is to find the K training instances which are
closest to unknown instance and pick the most commonly
occurring classification for these K instances.
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1. INTRODUCTION:
Data mining refers to extracting or “mining" knowledge from
large amounts of data. Data mining is also called as
“knowledge mining in a data”, which integral part of KDD
(knowledge data mining) are consist series of
transformation step from data preprocessing to the post
processing in data mining result. There are various
multinational pharmaceutical industries which are
developed the medicines which are categories to original
research and generic medicines. There are basic
functionality of data mining such as clustering association,
and classification. Classifications which are used to
categories the different types of drug, classifying drug data
set. The classification technique is used to improving a drug
dataset or an medicine data set the classification is an
important role in data mining techniques.

Application of KNN
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Genetic algorithm is a most important technique in
evolutionary computing which is used to solve an
optimization problem. To solve these optimization problem
evaluation algorithm require a data structure to represent
and evaluate solution from old solution’s. A solution
generated by genetic algorithm is called by chromosome,
while collection of chromosome is called as population.

K nearest neighbor classification algorithm is a instance
based learning or non general learning, it will simply stores
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1.2 Genetic Algorithm:

K Nearest Neighbor algorithm:
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Classification and interpretation

Drawback

The K Nearest Neighbor is a most valuable popular
classification algorithms in data mining technique. The
genetic algorithm is an evaluation algorithm which solved an
optimization problem. We will define the KNN algorithm and
genetic algorithm
1.1
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2. METHOD:
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3. CONCLUSION:
Classification of medical data is highly complex structure,
knn is most effective classification technique to classify
unknown medical data set, better result other algorithm. We
used knn and genetic algorithm to optimize problem. Knn
algorithm categories unknown type of drugs and genetic
algorithm which solve optimal solution, it will improve the
classification accuracy of drug data or medicine data set.
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